10th Graduate Network Conference Program
UPF - BGSS - CEU - EUI - LSE - SCIENCES PO - SNS
Berlin, 21 - 23th March 2018

Practical information
The 10th Graduate Network Conference will be held at the Berlin Graduate School of Social Sciences (BGSS)
(Luisentraße 56). The venue is within walking distance from the hotels (15 minutes) and well served by public
transportation (buses, trams, trains and metro).
Daily lunch will be served at Mensa Nord premises (Hannoversche Str. 7). Preloaded Mensa cards will be
provided. Please return the cards after the conference is finished. The conference dinner will take place on 22nd
March at Cum Laude (Platz der Märzrevolution) at the historical Campus Mitte of Humboldt Universität zu Berlin
on Unter den Linden

You can download the map here:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12mnyxTfHt8_i47UZzrPcC89S48B1LBlR&usp=sharing

Accommodation
Participants will be staying at the Gästehaus HUB (Ziegelstr. 13a) and Meininger Hotel Berlin Mitte
(Oranienburger Str. 67-68). The closest metro station is Oranienburger Str (U6) and the closest train station is
Friedrichstraße (U6, RB 14 from Schönefeld Airport, S1, S2, S3, S5, S7, S9 S25, trams and buses). The whole
campus can be reached easily within walking distance including the BGSS, Mensa Nord and the restaurant Cum
Laude.
Please bear in mind that Meininger Hotel check in is from 15:00 and check out is until 11:00; and Gästehaus HUB
check in is from 14:00 and check out is at 10:00.

If coming from Berlin Tegel Airport take the bus TXL towards Alexanderplatz (which also stops in front of BGSS
and Cum Laude Restaurant). From the Airport Berlin-Schönefeld, go to the S-Bhf Berlin-Schönefeld and take the
RB41 in direction to Friedrichstraße. At bvg.de you can also check for connections yourself. If there are any doubts
regarding your arrival and the journey to your hotel please do not hesitate to ask us. Please note that you need to
buy a ticket (Berlin AB or ABC if arriving at Schönefeld).

Navigating Berlin
Berlin is divided into the fare zones A, B and C for which you will need an appropriate travel ticket to use the
public transport service (including bus & rail). Section A comprises the Berlin inner city up to and including the SBahn Ring. Section B is located outside the S-Bahn Ring up to the city limits. Section C is the area around Berlin,
including the town of Potsdam, the Sachsenhausen Memorial Site and Berlin's Schönefeld Airport.
Berlin is cash-based economy. Remember to bring cash with you at all times. Most restaurants and bars do not
accept cards.

